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Since its beginnings in the mid 20th century, the modern field of coaching has worked 

hard to be recognized as a true evidence-based profession, often basing its best 

practices upon contemporary scientific views of human change, optimization and 

development. The Western empirical perspective tends to emphasize materialism, 

analysis and linear logic, and in human development it favors individual progress and 

self-improvement while often overlooking the cultural, spiritual and environmental 

contexts that are crucial in shaping an individual's identity and growth (Mazzochi, 2006). 

Rites of passage, on the other hand, are culturally-universal events that mark or 

facilitate a significant life transition while emphasizing the importance of traditional 

wisdom, community, guides, and one’s connection to the natural world. (van Gennep, 

1960)  

 

This paper argues that incorporating rites of passage into a coaching model 

acknowledges the important role of culture, ancient wisdoms and the natural world in 

human development. It discusses how a coaching model that integrates rites of 

passage can help individuals better understand their cultural identity, sense of place, 

and access deeper modes of intelligence, which in turn can lead to a more holistic, and 

interconnected approach to personal growth. Additionally, the paper highlights the 

benefits of incorporating nature-based approaches and traditional wisdom into coaching 

models include fostering a deeper connection to and understanding of others, and the 

environment and a vital sense of interconnectedness and inter-relatedness with all of 

life. 
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Rites of Passage and Coaching 

 

Pour yourself like a fountain. 

Flow into the knowledge that what you are seeking 

finishes often at the start, and, with ending, begins. 

 

Every happiness is the child of a separation 

it did not think it could survive. And Daphne, becoming a laurel, 

dares you to become the wind. 

 

 — Rainer Maria Rilke, Sonnets to Orpheus 

 

 

“Every positive change — every jump to a higher level of energy and awareness — 

involves a rite of passage. Each time to ascend to a higher rung on the ladder of 

personal evolution, we must go through a period of discomfort, of initiation.” 

 

— Dan Millman 

 

 

A rite of passage is a ceremony or event marking or facilitating an important transitional 

stage in someone's life, commonly birth, puberty, marriage and death. Still widely 

practiced in unadulterated forms in many indigenous cultures, versions of them prevail 

even in modern societies witnessed in ceremonies such as the Jewish Bat Mitzvah and 

Mexican Quinceañera. Other contemporary rituals, such as graduations, are often 

described as playing a similar role. 

 

As both coaching and rites of passage serve the key purpose of “facilitating an 

important transitional stage in someone's life”, particularly in terms of personal growth 

and development, they lend themselves well to the comparisons made here. 
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Among the many models populating the current human development purview, rites of 

passage remain somewhat unique in offering a transformational framework evidenced 

across all human societies and implemented as far back as records and memories 

appear to extend. They therefore grant us a language that is evidence based, and as 

close to culturally universal as any language can be, for discussing transition, change 

and development throughout the arc of a human life.  

 

Salient here is that facilitating developmental growth can never be a solitary affair. As 

Lev Vygotsky’s Sociocultural Theory highlights, human learning and development is a 

collective process. Our cognitive functions are formed in interactions with those around 

us — especially with those who are more experienced and skilled. (Vygotsky, 1978)  

 

Vygotsky showed that growth, while influenced by community and cultural values and 

perceptions, is even more reliant on skilled mentor-type figures such as teachers, elders 

and guides. It is no stretch to add an appropriately skilled coach to this list.   

 

Partnership, guidance and mentorship during transitional experiences clearly has a long 

and deep pedigree. Intentionally or not, modern professional coaching is venturing to fill 

those venerable boots. A rites of passage lens applied to coaching could therefore offer 

a framework for transition accompaniment that acknowledges those deep and ancient 

bloodlines of our psychic DNA. 

 

Development and Performance in Coaching Orientation 

 

In the past seventy years or so, among others, two particular views of coaching have 

emerged that are important to clarify for our purposes: 1) coaching for performance and 

2) coaching for development. Performance coaching is primarily strategic, focusing on 

the acquisition of particular skills and behaviors that will contribute to an increased 

performance in specific areas of one’s life. 
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Developmental Coaching has been ‘viewed as a natural progression from skills and 

performance focused coaching’ (Cox et al, 2018 p217) due to its greater focus on an 

individual’s evolution to a larger experience of reality and self-concept by enhancing 

their ability to meet both current and future challenges more effectively. This occurs by 

the development of an increasingly complex understanding of the self, others and the 

systems in which the individual is situated. and access to more evolved and complex 

responses to them. 

 

Clearly the latter of these two — developmental coaching — is the better fit for 

discussing life transition and transformation of the self. 

 

Rites of Passage and The Hero’s Journey 

 

Rites of passage have a profound cultural correspondence with the mythic traditions, a 

point the renowned mythologist Joseph Campbell underscored in his 1949 classic The 

Hero with a Thousand Faces. There Campbell aligned adult developmental change 

(primarily the search for personal meaning) with the universal cultural theme of a hero 

archetype and the always difficult voyage of self-discovery and personal enlightenment. 

 

This monomythic journey — usually to a kind of underworld and back — is an almost 

universal cultural theme. Consider, as Campbell and those who have stood on his 

shoulders do, the commonalities among the heroes of European fairytales, the Buddha, 

shamanic dismemberment, Odysseus, and Frodo Baggins. 

 

Please note: for our purposes (although feminist writers have challenged Campbell’s 

thinking in these very terms) the use of the word ‘hero’ is not meant as a gendered form.  

It is meant as a universal archetype, equally applicable to all humans, whatever their 

gender orientation, 

 

On the relationship of this mythic archetype to the process of personal development 

Thomas Moore tells us: 
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“We are on the hero's journey when we submit to the deep processes of life and 

allow them to affect us and bore their necessities into us. We are the hero when 

we take on the challenges and go through our initiations and transformations, 

enduring loss and gain, feeling happy and sad, making progress and falling back. 

The hero is engaged in life The hero is not the one who displays force and 

muscle without deep insight or the courage to be. The hero may not look heroic 

from the outside but may go through powerful developments in a quiet way. The 

difference is that the real hero engages life and reflects on it. She becomes more 

and more what he or she is destined to be.” (Moore, 2014) 

 

The Hero’s ultimate task understood this way might simply be articulated as: to achieve 

change through self-knowledge — a description that is rather impeccably aligned with 

the key objectives and functions of developmental coaching. 

 

“The journey of the hero is about the courage to seek the depths; the image of 

creative rebirth; the eternal cycle of change within us; the uncanny discovery that 

the seeker is the mystery which the seeker seeks to know.” (Campbell, 

Cousineau 2003) 

 

Visualized here and moving clockwise 

from the top: Hero senses call (a kind 

of summons to depart from the 

monotonous routine of everyday life), 

they encounter individuals who can 

serve as guides, crosses a threshold 

into a ‘special world’, experiences 

ordeals which they overcome and 

eventually returns — via an often 

arduous journey— to their prior 

context yet transformed.  
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In cultural anthropology the threefold 

steps of Rites of Passage (van Gennep, 

1960) are generally conceptualized as: 

Separation, Liminality (or Transition), and 

Incorporation. All of which quite clearly 

map directly to Campbell’s notions of 

Departure, Ordeal & Return. 

 

In the model proposed and seen to the 

right, the third domain of 

Return/Incorporation is divided to create 

a four quadrant matrix which is perhaps 

more relevant for discussing coaching. 

This opens a distinction between the vital 

in-session time of orienting to re-entry 

(which is labelled as Return) and the client’s actual post-session return into “ordinary” 

life in which their changes and new behaviors become practically integrated and 

implemented into a new way of being (labelled Integration). These are also mapped 

onto the four seasons 

 

In the archetypical hero’s journey, the return is the journey back from ordeal — typically 

at least as difficult and obstacle-fraught as the trip out.  (The entire Odyssey could be 

considered a tale of return.). In coaching, return might be thought of as the period of 

planning, action creation, ahead of a re-entry into everyday life.  

 

This phase, too, has its place in rites of passage — both their prehistoric and 

contemporary versions.  In wilderness rites of passage, as practiced today by guides 

from Devon, England to the western United States, it is the day of return from the forest 

to campfire, and of discussion of what happened to the seekers “out there.” 
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The Developmental Matrix, Wildness and Nature  

 

“Wildness is a form of sophistication, because it carries within it true knowledge 

of our place in the world.” (Shaw, 2011 p8) 

 

While “rites of passage” is a relatively contemporary psychological term, it describes 

culturally ancient traditions which are generally rooted in animism and the cycles and 

truths of the literal natural world. Yet in ignoring such deep ancient sources of human 

experience and insight, it’s proposed here that the coaching profession may be missing 

something essential. 

 

Like so many other disciplines, coaching has often bowed to a certain current 

interpretation of scientific rigor: heavy on the quantifiable, on performance-based 

metrics and what is taken to be empirical logic.  In so doing, it has all too often excised 

the romantic, the ancestral and the organic beauty of natural order — all of which are 

deeply rooted in human psychology. (Weber, 2016) While this mindset revels in the neat 

linear clarity of the spreadsheet and the reliably measurable it misses a key point: the 

human inner process, human nature, is not so ordered, nor is it fully illuminated even by 

the modern sciences. Our inner workings, like much of nature, are still something of a 

mystery. Mercifully so. Despite the metaphors that have proliferated since the scientific 

revolution, we are certainly not machines. Nor are we measurable by numerical 

calculations of inputs and outputs — as the mid 20th century cognitivist revolution keenly 

disavowed. Just as the natural world functions with some degree of predictability (the 

sun unarguably rises in the east and sets in the west), both it and we are also complex, 

inter-relational, ever changing and not entirely predictable.  

 

Invoking nature therefore points us to a more organic if not poetic order for discussing 

human change. Sometimes the late summer is abruptly slammed with an icy snap only 

to be followed by days so warm even the trees express their spring shoots in confusion. 

How often does one notice a similar to and fro as they negotiate change in their life? 

While the trend may be positive over time, the journey is clearly non-linear. 
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For eons the most manifest exemplar of change for humans has surely been the 

observable passage of time in our world. Sun and moon chase each other through the 

day and night, and time related nature motifs and metaphors continue to enrich at least 

the English language: We enter our twilight years, we sunset a program and face the 

dawn of a new era. 

 

Throughout human history these passages of sun and moon and the longer arc of 

seasons have provided similar go-to analogies for human growth and change, and the 

journey of life itself.  

 

Whether it’s the Biblical king Solomon reminding us that, “To everything there is a 

season, and a time to every purpose under 

the heaven …” (Ecclesiastes 3:1) or the 

contemporary farmer and writer Wendell 

Berry musing, 

 

Within the circle of our lives 

we dance the circle of the years, 

the circles of the seasons 

within the circles of the years, 

the cycles of the moon 

within the circles of the season, 

the circles of our reasons 

within the cycles of the moon. 

 

The seasonal metaphor has performed long and faithful service for aptly symbolizing 

human developmental change.  

 

A key reason for this is how it embodies the paradoxical reality of change within 

repetition, so common in many life stories. When the annual cycle completes, it’s 

always a new and different summer which revisits an equally altered landscape. 
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Similarly a developmental coaching journey reaches a time, season and place that is 

familiar yet altered. Experience, insight and intentional action over time has transformed 

both pilgrim and their context.  

 

The two dimensional matrix seen 

previously might therefore be more 

justly rendered as the vertically rising 

3d model to the left in which each 

cycle, while revisiting the same 

places and issues, ideally spirals 

upwards to a more enhanced level. 

 

The star icons at top and bottom of 

the diagrams symbolize the 

objectives and aims agreed between 

coach and client. Coaching’s primary 

purpose is supporting clients to realize their goals and aspirations. Established in the 

Fall/Preparation phase these provide direction, a Pole Star to orient the journey. Just as 

the hero sets off on a road of trials, a coaching client also descends into the ordeal of 

challenging their beliefs, assumptions and perspectives, revealing what has so far 

remained hidden from conscious view, and provoking creative insight. While the full 

transformational journey may still be incomplete, the client’s view of self, situation and 

task will already be altering. Their original goals may need to be adjusted or even 

changed entirely and the lodestar which led descent may not be the same one that 

guides ascent and return. These dual icons therefore represent the developmental 

potential for the goals to evolve over the journey. 

 

Denaturing and The Great Separation 

 

The contingent relationship between human nature and wild nature is made vivid in the  

many psychological, cognitive and biological benefits current research tells us accrue  
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through physical exposure to the natural world (Bratman, 2012). Studies galore tout the 

vast rewards of simply walking in nature (Olafsdottir, 2020), listening to birdsong 

(Hamoud, 2022) or “forest bathing,” as the Japanese practice of Shinrin-yoku is 

translated (Furuyashiki, 2019).  

 

Yet, instead of being the positive therapeutic interventions that these activities are 

generally suggested to be, its proposed that these findings in fact reveal the downsides 

of the path our species has chosen, especially in the past 500 years: the grim 

inheritance of human denaturing. The amputation of ourselves from the rest of the 

natural world, the heady rush into the sharp right angles of civilization and urban 

sophistication has clearly extracted a heavy price. As some are beginning to 

understand, it has visited a self-inflicted existential trauma upon humankind. (Merchant, 

1980).  

 

Now seen primarily as a collection of resources  — or at best a theme park — to be 

bent to human will rather than entered into relationship with, the forest and its language 

are now foreign to almost all of us.  We no longer consider ourselves a part of the world 

that first gave us nurture, spiritual as well as physical.  

 

“In the last decades, postmodern culture has celebrated this gap as self-evident 

and denounced any attempts to bridge modernity with “nature” as romanticism or 

as a misguided nostalgia for authenticity. But this diagnosis is in itself 

misguided.” (Weber, p10) 

 

The solution would seem self-evident: a rewilding or renaturing of humanity. A 

recalibration that makes room for true wild nature, human and earthly, to find a seat at 

the table and dine alongside the modern, neat and empirical. 

 

While a few floral motifs, some poetic flourishes and a seasonal matrix might seem a 

comically scant move in that direction, the intention here is to offer prompts, pointers 

and a potential map for coaches, not solve humanity’s crisis. Without mistaking our  
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finger for the moon, we can still point at that luminous body. 

 

The Big Move: Intersubjectivity and Interconnectedness 

 

Wilderness vigils are intentional periods of retreat, fasting and reflection in the land  

modeled on Native American vision quests and similar practices from different cultures, 

that honor the main stages of any major rite of passage (separation, liminality and 

return). Such deliberate moments of separation from society to interact with and receive 

wisdom from the wild has seemingly been part of the initiatory and transformational 

landscape since humans took their first steps. (Hansford, 1985) 

 

“The wilderness vigil is something immeasurably ancient, and the way our 

ancestors tuned their ear to the living earth.” (Shaw, 2019, p6) 

 

The Buddhist Suttas, themselves source material for the Hero’s Journey, abound with 

tales of forest retreat and nature interaction (Olendzki, 2006), furthermore in Christ’s 

forty days and nights in the desert (Mathew, 4:1-11), and Moses’ enlightening 

conversations with a burning bush (Exodus 2 NIV). Early Celtic and Scandinavian 

traditions are shown to include similar practices (Hansford, 1985. p323). Retreat to the 

wild breast of Mother Earth for reconnection, renewal and transformational insight is 

evidently baked into our most ancient pancultural DNA.   

 

For us moderns, these pracitices offer two entwined gifts: an encounter with and 

transformation of the personal psyche and a closing of the chasm separating Homo 

sapiens from the rest of the natural world. While perhaps appearing therapeutic or 

developmental in the modern sense, the impacts affect far more than an individual’s 

psychological self-concept. 

 

“There’s sometimes been too much emphasis on the giddy upswing of 

psychological transformation… I believe it’s really about the move from the 

psyche that lives in your chest, to you within a wider psyche of lapwing, oak root  
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and granite tor. That’s the big move” (Shaw, 2019, p7) 

 

And yet, coaching has largely ignored this move. 

 

To its detriment. For the forest, the wild and wildness are encoded within our DNA —

quite possibly why those “interventions” cited above are so very healing. Part of the 

“coming home” segment of the circle might then be seen as recognizing that nature 

mind and human mind are not opposing dualities, but rather intersubjective and 

interrelational elements of a vast intelligent environmental matrix. (Abram, 1996, p38). 

Mind is far larger than the discursive chatterbox preoccupying an individual’s conscious 

workspace. 

 

“Intelligence is no longer ours alone but is a property of the earth; we are in it, of 

it, immersed in its depths.” (Abram, 1996. p262) 

 

The discussion of an ecological, extended mind emerging from immersive encounter 

within the environment now situates us at a curious intersection, one where the 

intersubjectivity of Husserl’s phenomenology (Durranti, 2010) just mentioned, meets the 

emerging 4E approach of cognitive science which argues that “cognition does not occur 

solely in the head, but is also embodied, embedded, enacted, or extended by way of 

extra-cranial processes and structures.” (Carney, 2020) 

 

Additionally, an intriguing similarity arises in relation to contemporary theories of brain 

lateralization, which suggest that the left hemisphere is primarily concerned with literal 

and abstract interpretations of the world, emphasizing self-interest, detachment, and 

individuality (i.e., the self as distinct from the world), while the right hemisphere is 

associated with empathy and tends to process wholes, connections, poetic expression, 

and the intersubjective relationships with the environment. (We might say, it 

experiences self as world.). (McGilchrist, 2009 p93)  

 

“…for the right hemisphere there is ….always an appeal to open nature: it is  
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open to whatever is new that comes from experience, from the world at large.” 

(McGilchrist, 2009  p164) 

 

While these lines of thought clearly offer diverse avenues for deeper exploration into 

related topics such as relational neurobiology, embodiment, and non-duality, what’s 

particularly relevant for our purposes here, is that the above highlights the potential for 

environmental connection — through wilderness rites of passage and other means — to 

tap we humans into a wider intelligence beyond our individual psyche, and bring a 

deeper felt understanding of the interconnectedness of all things. 

 

When we do so, our sense of self expands and accesses a larger, more interconnected 

intelligence. Such an ecological, extended mind challenges traditional notions of  

cognition and offers a more holistic understanding of the self and the world. It shows 

that by embracing the vast wisdom of both cerebral hemispheres, we can cultivate a 

more balanced, empathic and interconnected approach to life.  

 

 

 

 

THE SEASONAL RITES OF PASSAGE COACHING MATRIX 

 

FALL—SEPARATION, PREPARATION 

 

“And I rose 

In rainy autumn 

And walked abroad in a shower of all my days...”  

 

― Dylan Thomas, Poem in October 

 

Autumn heralds harvest-time, symbolic of plenty, ripening, gathering, and abundance  
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and, at the same time as it progresses, is paradoxically emblematic of decay, decline, 

old age, and even death, pregnant with associations of things being past their prime. 

 

To Van Gennep, this is the time of leaving, letting go and separation. For change to 

occur and in order to welcome something new, we must be ready to release that which 

is past utility. In the Hero’s Journey, this could be understood as the time when the 

individual hears a call, understands its import, prepares for the arduous journey, and 

seeks experienced guides. These notions all bear more than a passing resemblance to 

the areas of Contemplation and Preparation outlined in Prochaska and DeClemente’s 

rather ubiquitous Transtheoretical Model of Change (Prochaska, Declemente; 1983). 

 

Here is the time when nature prepares herself for the long, dark nights ahead. Migratory 

species gather their collective energies and align with their seasonal missions which, 

like the Hero’s Journey, wilderness vigils and rites of passage, are equally fraught with 

potential peril and ordeal. So too do the deciduous forests shed their spring/summer 

finery in order to preserve their vitality during the dark days ahead and to make way for 

spring’s eventual new becoming.  

 

Fall is the bridging time between the blazing glory of summer and the deep dark of 

winter, and in the early Indo-European culture of Celts and Gaels was marked by 

Samhain, a threshold (or liminal) festival, when the boundary between this world and 

the Otherworld (or Lower world) thinned, and could more easily be breached.  

 

To the mythics such as Campbell, it’s when the archetypal hero hears the call to action 

and prepares to leave the safety of the castle or hearth. So this can be understood as 

the time for planning, attuning to the task at hand, orienting to the path and seeking 

appropriate support such as mentors, guides and for our purposes, coaches.  

 

Here lies a threshold moment. All change journeys, and certainly the coaching journey,  

are heavy with threshold throughout. The tension of one’s current life or way of being is  
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discordant with the desired, the aspirational and the optimal which one senses is 

possible. Something (internal, external or most likely both) is no longer aligned with who 

one believes, knows or intuits they might become. 

 

In coaching, this metaphorical “autumn” is the period of the client connecting, discovery, 

contracting, the coach attuning to the client and their mission, and of clarifying their 

goals and objectives. In sessions it’s the place of attunement, creating the container, 

and of clarifying the aims of the session — the client’s topic and outcomes, the Pole star 

of their aspirations. 

 

WINTER—DESCENT, LIMINALITY 

 

“O light! This is the cry of all the characters of ancient drama brought face to face  

with their fate. This last resort was ours, too, and I knew it now. In the middle of 

winter I at last discovered that there was in me an invincible summer.”  

 

― Albert Camus, L’été 

 

Crossing the threshold the inner journey takes us into descent, depth, the unknown, and 

the liminal. It’s a place of deconstruction, reflection, inquiry, challenge and, in both rites 

of passage and wilderness vigil, quite often may mean the literal possibility of death. 

Fortunately, in developmental work such as coaching, that death is merely metaphoric. 

Yet to make way for the new, something must surely die: an old behavior, a relationship, 

a career or a belief. 

 

While we who have a few seasons under our belt may know the clock will eventually 

turn and spring will return, that’s not how it feels to the uninitiated. The dominant winter 

mood is that of sadness, inwardness, and personal struggle. Certainly, in the midst of 

this it can be hard to imagine the sun dappled leaves and the birdsong’s return — to feel 

hopeful, see solutions or a new way of being. 
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Now as everything lies dormant upon the silent earth, we enter a sacred time of rest and 

reflection before the seasonal awakening and the slow build toward brighter days.  

 

Here the hero has left the safe confines of town, castle and managed field and entered 

the world of forest and wild nature. They are brought face to face with that which most 

challenges them: a gimlet eyed dragon or giant worm twin which blocks their path or 

perhaps even the terrifying Baba Yaga herself. The riddle which tests both intellect and 

wisdom, the bargain with a concealed trap, the laden table to challenge one’s greed — 

a tricksy, malevolent, wild world ever presses at their virtues and intellect that will as 

quickly roast them alive and devour them or turn them into stone if they are not very,  

very careful. 

 

It is also a time of initiation. We find ourselves in a place of not knowing and  

incompleteness. Here identity is loosening and there is much questioning of the self. 

Life’s precarious balance — our tenuous grip on things as we thought we knew them to 

be — is equally challenged.  

 

In the coaching session this is the place of tending to generative thinking; of stepping 

out from the old me to see one’s life from a new perspective. In the coaching 

engagement this is the middle zone. The guts of the journey.  

 

The change journey is not a neat linear line. Nor does each session offer nice clearcut 

answers and resolutions which step by neat step solves the existential problem. No. 

Often we meander, sometimes seemingly adrift or even taking backwards steps. Yet as 

coaches, we are ever keeping the Pole Star of the initial coaching goals in sight, 

appraising movement and simultaneously remaining open to the possibility that the road 

itself may change our course. 

 

Here both coaches and clients must also learn to become comfortable with liminality — 

the not so clearcut place. To learn to co-exist with frayed edges and incompleteness. 

The modern mind is so tuned to finding quick solutions and certainty that it all too often 
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defaults prematurely to resolution. Coaches, unconsciously steeped in this mindset, 

may feel obliged to press a result, any result, when the client seems incomplete or 

uncomfortable. As though somehow winter should move a little quicker. Yet this is in 

fact the very time to patiently “live the questions” as the German poet Rilke so sagely 

pressed a younger ambitious mentee to do “[so that]  you will gradually… live your way 

into the answer.”. (Rilke, 1934) 

 

This asks for qualities such as trust, patience, and the confidence to slow things down, 

while still maintaining an intentionality of purpose. To not let go of the aim of the quest, 

but equally to not push for quick 

solutions when a much bigger 

prize might await. It is a 

moment that evokes the zone of 

Incubation in Wallas’ now 

famous Stages of Creativity 

model seen on the right 

(Wallas, 1926; Sadler-Smith, 

2015). There Wallas showed 

the importance of giving room 

and space for creative thought to gestate. Allowing and tending instead of forcing and 

deliberating further. Truly transforming insights cannot be chivvied or rushed. 

 

Even as sessions end it’s not at all uncommon for either or both coach and client to feel 

a little in-between or incomplete. Yet for the coach to think they must always tie things 

up neatly before parting risks short-circuiting a client’s creative process that might be 

still in flux. How often have moments of insight come from times where you felt the inner 

workings— those internal feelings of unease hinting at the birth of some new thought or 

way of being—but simply had to wait for its arrival? As Wallas’ work highlighted: there is 

no fast track for truly original thinking. 
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Coaches must relinquish the impulse for instant ease, gratification and quick results and 

learn the benefit of playing a longer game if their aim is for deep lasting embodied 

change and transformation. Insight and development does not respect the 60 minute 

hour of a coaching session and coaches would do well to acknowledge that fact and 

apprise their clients of it as well. This isn’t to say that great ideas won’t arise in a 

session or that we’re not to worry about achieving and measuring the agreed session 

aims, simply not to foreclose on the client’s truly bigger thinking by doing so. 

 

SPRING—RETURN, CONSOLIDATION 

 

“The delicious soft, spring-suggesting air,—how it fills my veins with life! Life 

becomes again credible to me. A certain dormant life awakes in me, and I begin 

to love nature again.”  

 

― Henry David Thoreau 

 

In traditional communities, spring equates to birth, fertility, awakening and renewal — a  

new lease on life. It’s a time when healing rains flow, the warming sun returns to the 

earth, animals begin to multiply and the new shoots of life emerge from snowy bough 

and icy ground. The days lengthen from the Winter equinox, throwing ever increasing 

light and warmth on the land, making visible what the darkness of Winter cloaked in its 

somber murkiness. 

 

Spring is the traditional time of Nature’s return. Along with the longer warmer days and 

foliage, so too does the archetypal hero emerge reborn and renewed. Visibly and 

psychically altered from their quest yet matured and abundant with fresh new ideas and 

ways of doing things, they enter a time of vision, clarity, purpose, action and personal 

renewal. 

 

This is where Incubation has given birth to Illumination and insight. (Sadler-Smith, 2015) 

The journeyer emerges blinking from their wild fast, externally appearing mostly the  
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same externally, while internally they are radically altered. 

 

What died or perhaps was courageously shed at the initial threshold moment has made 

important space for what’s now emerging. Yet prior to re-integration into the new life 

comes an important time of consolidation — a sense-making of the new learning and 

insight.  

 

Here the new self is beginning to crystallize and consolidate. Not yet full accomplished 

into something ready for the “real” world, but still in a formative state and needing a little 

more tending prior to entering the social order in a new way. This is a performative zone 

of transition. The new self is to a degree acted out according to the insights and change 

but not yet fully ready to confront the demands of the “old life”.  

 

“The performative aspects …, however, offer a framework for regulation of the 

emotions aroused by this manifestation of the ambiguity and conflictual character 

of transition periods. This is achieved by the process of bestowing meanings and 

multiple repetitions, which place the linear experience of the individual within the 

cyclical process…” (Janusz & Walkiewicz , 2018) 

 

Here lies the holding space between rebirth and re-entry into life, where coaches tease  

forth new meaning, explore learning, establish support mechanisms and invite their 

client to design and practice new ways of acting post session aligned with their insights 

and desired new way of being.  

 

While Return in Hero’s Journey is when the protagonist returns dragons head in hand to 

the acclaim of gentry and peasant, it’s easy to forget the journey back to the castle itself 

is a vital time for consolidation, planning and reflection. In wilderness rites of passage 

it’s the time of sense making from the liminal forest world experiences. Of beating 

drums, singing songs, of talking with elders and guides in order to contextualize what 

came and make from it the type of meaning that can reshape one’s sense of self for the 
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tricksy re-entry into life as you knew it, and as it will now have to reshape to 

accommodate the upgraded one who returns. 

 

Then, just as we crossed threshold on the way here, once again comes the time when 

we are as ready as we can be to face the crowd. Now another threshold moment awaits 

us as Spring evolves to Summer. This is where our pilgrim meets the everyday world of 

jobs, partners, kids and responsibilities, and where the rubber of insight and intention 

now meets the more prosaic road of doing and action. 

 

SUMMER—INTEGRATION, VERIFICATION 

 

“The earth had donned her mantle of brightest green; and shed her richest 

perfumes abroad. It was the prime and vigor of the year; all things were glad and 

flourishing.” 

 

—Charles Dickens, Oliver Twist 

 

Summer traditionally symbolizes the time of established growth and maturity. Now is  

when plants fulfill their early blossom promise into ripeness and the spring-born animals 

burgeon into their own near adulthood, many mature enough themselves to begin the  

procreative cycle again. 

 

It also represents the prime of a person’s life; a time when one matures and their 

identity and self-concept strengthens and consolidates. We become settled. We know  

ourselves better and become comfortable with who that is. 

 

It’s a time of brightness. The sun is at full strength and the days long. The whole world 

seems more infused with energy, optimism, positivity, and hope for the future. It marks 

the time beyond the hero’s return when the giddiness of celebration settles into the 

realities of the everyday. Now the work begins. Here’s where insight and commitment 

turn their hands to the wheel and get to work. 
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For, while the one who has returned externally appears the same, they are most 

certainly not. Like the seasons, something is altered, new and different and the world 

must reshape itself to accommodate the new version or the developmental quest was 

for nothing. It’s certainly possible a client can revert back to a tragic semblance of their 

old self, which is precisely why establishing both internal and external support 

mechanisms — forms of accountability and resource — are so important to sustaining 

change. 

 

Consciously or not social groups can conspire to press one back into their more familiar 

shape. It’s a well enough known effect in addiction recovery that when an addict 

recovers, often their community (family, peer groups etc.) dysfunctionally and implicitly 

decides it actually preferred the old chaotic version — the devil they knew — and works 

to re-establish the old order. 

 

Change often threatens established orders, and particularly so if that order is toxic! 

 

In coaching, Summer includes all the business outside of sessions — the time for  

practical implementation of insights and learning. Of walking one’s talk. Here one rises 

vertically as a new version and takes one’s new place in the world, testing new ways of  

being in everyday circumstances and assessing what works or not. 

 

While coaching is conventionally viewed as the conversational business occurring within 

the formal time of a session, if coaching is as the International Coaching Federation 

defines it, ‘a thought-provoking and creative process’, then it needs to account for the 

fact that the vast, complex cognitive operations of a client’s unconscious workspace 

continues processing whether in session or out. 

 

It's therefore proposed that in its largest meaning “coaching” is a process that unfolds 

over the entire duration of an engagement, including the time out of the session A client, 

once aware of this can be more attuned to the fact that their insights, new perspectives 

and the like may show up at any time. Part of their job is not to miss of forget them! The 
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task for the coach, as for the guide, is to aid the returning pilgrim in interpreting the 

client’s experiences and insights, and integrate them into their aspirations and self-

identity. Interestingly, the ongoing partnership cycle of coaching sessions adds the 

possibility of fostering even greater client development than rites of passage guidance, 

which tends to conclude once the participant exits the retreat or initiatory experience. 

 

As Summer eventually matures and the once lush landscape gently browns, often one  

may sense the call once more — a time to heed the insistent gravity for further growth  

and change and press upwards into the cycle again. 

 

 

 

 

 

Threshold Moments in Transition and Becoming 

 

The breeze at dawn has secrets to tell you. 

Don’t go back to sleep. 

You must ask for what you really want. 

Don’t go back to sleep. 

People are going back and forth across the doorsill 

where the two worlds touch. 

The door is round and open. 

Don’t go back to sleep. 

 

—Rumi, A Great Wagon 

 

A threshold is a place or point of entering, leaving or beginning. A doorway into or out 

of. In science it’s also the point at which a stimulus reaches sufficient intensity to begin 

to produce an effect. Modern psychology and physiology uses the latin term limen to  
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speak of the threshold where experiences such as pain or consciousness become 

sufficiently acute enough to be registered. 

 

Limen is the root of the adjectival liminal —the Winter zone of descent in Van Gennep’s 

model. Liminal therefore describes a transitional zone between one place and another 

— an in between.  

 

In this model, threshold or doorway moments are considered to be those between each  

of the four phases. While liminal in a sense, these are not places where we wait and  

process like the quadrant of Winter/Descent, but merely mark the entry point of a new  

phase and the exit of another. 

 

Strictly speaking it might be said that coaching conversations are potentially littered with 

multiple mini-threshold moments, but here threshold is merely a device to describe the 

crossing places, while liminal signifies the Winter zone of descent, gestation and 

waiting. 

 

The Micro and Macro of the Rites of Passage Matrix  

 

In coaching, the term engagement is used to describe the entire contracted time coach  

and client work together on the client’s goals, and for our purposes here, will be referred 

to as the macro matrix. An engagement is comprised of a series of coaching sessions 

which here will be referred to as the micro matrix.  

 

The Engagement 

The cycle initiates once a client, sensing the call to action, locates a coach and enters 

the top right of the engagement matrix at Fall/Severence. This is a key time of building 

connection, contracting, orienting to the road ahead, setting the Pole Star of goals and 

outcomes and preparing to cross the threshold together to Winter/Descent. 
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While each session can offer up micro wins and shifts, significant periods of liminality 

occur within the Winter phase of an engagement. There are often times of feeling in-

between or of taking two steps 

forward and one back or neither 

who one once was, nor yet who 

one aspires to be. Here the coach 

as guide often reminds their client 

of their Pole Star — the goals and 

who they wish to become — 

checking for any, even tiny 

movement. Orienting to the 

destination and seeing the ground 

already covered — the wins, no 

matter how small — typically 

generates greater confidence in 

the process, energy and a 

renewed sense of commitment.  

 

As the journey deepens and insight grows this is often a time to confirm that the Pole 

Star which led the way through descent is in fact the same that leads to the journey’s 

completion. Are the goals and outcomes the same as agreed? In developmental 

coaching one expects the path to change a client, and checking ensures the journey 

remains relevant to the traveler’s evolving needs and aspirations. 

 

Crossing the threshold to Return/Spring, the client prepares to re-enter life on their own. 

In professional coaching a closure session offers space to reflect on and consolidate the 

journey, the lessons learned, the skills acquired, the strengths enacted and is also the 

place to potentially set new commitments for a client to work towards by themselves.  

 

Integration/Summer is where the trainer wheels are off and a client is out on their own, 

integrating their new insights, skills and ways of being. They may at this point feel 
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compelled to continue their development, and in that case, the cycle renews again as 

does the contract. Or perhaps it may be that in some future time they reappear at the 

coaches threshold to once more press upwards on their spiral. 

 

The Session 

A similar though not precisely identical map exists for the micro version of the coaching 

session. Here client and coach also begin in Fall/Severence by connecting and attuning 

to each other, building an agreement on the session goals and prepare to set forth. Both 

descend into the Winter of a client’s 

assumptions, beliefs and sense of 

self, ever eyeing the agreed Pole 

Star of the session goals and 

outcomes as a way of orienting to 

their path.  

 

As the session evolves into 

Spring/Return, and with new insight 

in hand, coach invites  

client to reflect on how to employ 

the session learning in actionable 

ways and strategize  

for re-entry in order that their 

environment can be met in new 

ways and with suitable resources in place to sustain the new behaviors, thinking and 

ways of being. 

 

Summer/Integration is mostly the time “out there” implementing actions, practices and 

consolidating the new emerging self; testing in real-world interactions and practicing 

new modes of being and acting. Sometimes this is also when a client might be tending 

the emergence of new insight. Those murky notions which might not have fully formed 
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in the session but which follow the pilgrim out to be gestated through agreed reflective 

practices and the like.  

 

This “real world” experience is then unpacked in the following session when the coach 

supports their client to make meaning and integrate all the “out there” insights and 

learning into their larger project of self. 

 

Conclusion 

 

“The problem is that we’re … in a disenchanted age, when all of the magic has 

seeped away from our understanding. We’re no longer fluent in the language of 

folklore and mythology. We’re rejecting the spaces in which we once worshipped, 

reflected and congregated. We’ve come to see ourselves as profoundly separate 

from the landscapes we inhabit, as superior beings who do things to the world, 

instead of being woven into it. When we speak of nature, we mean “not us”. 

Bereft of the beliefs and practices that once sustained us, we’re left picking over 

the carcass of our human experience”. 

—Katherine May (Guardian, 2023) 

 

The primary focus of developmental psychology (Here we might equally insert rites of  

passage and developmental coaching!) is transformation of the self — to model shifts of 

perception, self-concept and meaning making in ways that cause one to act, operate 

and respond within a different, larger reality. (Kegan, 1982; Kegan, 2000)  It would now 

appear that the task and goals of coach, developmental psychologist and the rites of 

passage guide therefore have significant overlap.  

 

Yet where modern Western professional empiricism has rather prided itself in excising 

ancient wisdom for contemporary scientific linearity, we might well now wonder at what 

cost? Equally true is that the contemporary relevance of ancient wisdom traditions 

seems to consistently return to haunt the modern sciences time and again.  
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Adult development — a key objective of both rites of passage and coaching — is clearly 

not some recent human behavioral artifact. The need and desire to grow, change, 

transform and evolve over life stages is an innate part of being a human. “Rites of 

passage” is also a relatively modern psychological term describing the universal 

transitional stages humans are observed to pass through and the traditional rituals 

which accompany many of them (Van Gennep, 1960), and skilled partnership and 

support during transformational life periods has been part of human society for its 

duration. (Vygotsky, 1978) 

 

While coaching has only rather recently emerged out of the mid-20th century’s 

humanistic psychology movement and is understandably keen to have itself viewed as a 

forward-thinking, evidence-based profession, its true roots are clearly deep and ancient. 

Intentionally or not, like or not, coaching owes much to both the modern psychological 

and ancient traditional domains of transition partnership. As has been shown, the 

modern coach as transition partner is really a version of the wise skilled rites of passage 

guide. The current profession would be enhanced by acknowledging and integrating 

with this lineage; to draw upon its deep wisdom. 

 

Although many modern theorists propose that an optimal adult developmental trajectory 

involves increasing individuation (Kegan, 1982), this shouldn't come at the cost of our 

sense of place and interconnectivity with the world around us. After all, we are not 

separate from the world we inhabit. While this non-dualistic view is common currency in 

indigenous and many non-Western minds, Western thinking is apparently still playing 

catch up. For this very delusion, as has been shown, is potentially the locus of 

humanity’s greatest self-inflicted wound! 

 

“Humans can only fully comprehend their own existence as cultural beings who 

are existentially tied to the symbolic processes active inside nature. For humans, 

the biggest risk of biodiversity loss is that it would bury this understanding 

…Without experiencing our real emotional and physical connectedness to the 
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remainder of life, we risk having stunted, deformed identities; we will yearn 

narcissistically for a completeness we alone cannot achieve.” (Weber, 2016 p8) 

 

As earth hovers at the brink of a potential mass extinction event (Cowie, 2022) (UN 

IPCC, 2023), with an overwhelming scientific consensus on it being due to relatively 

recent human efforts (Lynas, 2021), it seems clear that the container of human 

development and the role of coach needs to hold a bigger more inclusive vision than 

one that restricts the focus of change to the personal, and the objective to self-gain 

while exiling all that is wild. MIT based systems theorist Otto Scharmer claims this asks 

for a shift from ego-system to eco-system consciousness. (Scharmer, 2019. p59)   

 

It certainly begs for a return to (or re-incorporation of!) a more indigenous mindset. 

 

As has been stated, this rites of passage matrix is not intended as a solution. It’s an  

invitation — indeed a plea. The aim is to highlight some critical gaps, and to provide a 

potential map to help coaches reorient around and begin bridging them. It isn’t requiring 

them to wave linden branches about, howl at the new moon or smudge with sage (not 

that these would do any harm!), but to consider humans — in particular, their clients — 

as part of the organic natural order, and engage with that degree of complexity. To 

embrace mystery, magic and ancient wisdom alongside of professional competencies, 

personality profiles and Positive Psychology. 

 

While the various ongoing efforts within the industry to elevate coaching as a profession 

are highly commendable, “making room at the table” in the context of this paper also 

invites the various gatekeepers of professional coaching competencies and standards 

to assess their positions (and the biases implicit and explicit in them) through a 

considerably broader and more nuanced lens than the Western scientific one which has 

dominated the discourse. No easy task, yet not impossible! 

 

For lessons in integrating traditional wisdoms into modern settings we might turn to the 

example set by the recent surge of interest in mindfulness in the West and it’s 
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subsequent commodification. The roots of these practices lie in ancient Buddhist 

teachings and practices and in the effort to make them accessible to modern mindsets 

(particularly to Western medical and scientific minds), whole fields of study have been 

spawned. Now seats of higher learning and esteemed academics have arranged these 

venerable and subtle practices into neatly ordered competencies for them to be able to 

be taught and evaluated. In doing so, those now considered qualified or expert are 

subject to Western standards of academic approval while the traditional saffron-robed 

experts are often overlooked or sidelined. This recent appropriation has equally come 

under fire for denaturing and missing the true point of these ancient noble practices: the 

relief of existential suffering; the centrality of ethical conduct and the cultivation of 

kindness, compassion, joy and equanimity; and most relevant here: insight into the 

interconnectedness of all things. Clearly a very subtle and sensitive hand is needed! 

 

Another consideration is that as we stand at the threshold of this astonishing age of AI,  

it’s clear that even the interpersonal modalities such as therapy and coaching are at the 

sharp edge of being outdone and outmoded by state-of-the-art algorithms. It’s certainly  

coming if not already here.  

 

The larger response to all of the above — for coaching (if not for humanity and possibly 

even the planet!) — might be one that addresses the great separation between us and 

the non-human world. This asks for a rebalancing with the modern scientific approaches 

and to resituate human interactions back within the elaborate, awe-inspiring-yet-rather-

tangled complexity of organic order. Maybe get a little oak energy back into the mix. For 

coaches to step a little closer to the forest with their language, practices, tools and 

intentions, and for the professional bodies to make room for the embodied, the wild, the 

mythic and the magical within the rigorously attenuated competencies of modern 

professionalized change conversations.  
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